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Abstract. Future quantum computers are anticipated to be able to perform
simulations of quantum many-body systems and quantum field theories that lie
beyond the capabilities of classical computation. This will lead to new insights
and predictions for systems ranging from dense non-equilibrium matter, to low-
energy nuclear structure and reactions, to high-energy collisions. I present an
overview of digital quantum simulations in nuclear physics, with select exam-
ples relevant for studies of quark matter.

1 Introduction

While remarkable progress continues to be made in understanding matter in extreme environ-
ments, quantitatively extending far beyond experiments and observations remains challenging
with available analytic and computational techniques. The limitations of classical computing
in providing robust results for dynamics of quantum systems, or the nature of dense quantum
systems, are well known, e.g. Ref. [1]. These limitations were anticipated in the pioneering
works of Feynman [2] and others, which identified quantum computation as a path forward.
Quantum computers are now a reality, and while evolving rapidly and growing in diversity
and capabilities, are currently limited to modest-sized systems of noisy qubits and qudits,
with relatively short quantum coherence times, i.e. we are in the Noisy Intermediate-Scale
Quantum (NISQ) era [3]. The additional capabilities that quantum computation offers are
the control over entanglement and over superposition, which we are learning how to inte-
grate into our computational toolbox and into analytic techniques. With quantum advantages
for specific computer-science problems, e.g. Ref. [4], researchers are now vigorously pur-
suing quantum advantages for scientific applications. As our challenges in Standard Model
physics are intrinsically quantum mechanical, there is optimism that they may furnish early
demonstrations of quantum advantages for scientific applications.

Real-time time evolution can be efficiently performed using an ideal quantum com-
puter [5]. Therefore, if the relevant initial states can be prepared with sufficient precision,
future quantum computers hold the promise of simulating the time evolution of complex
processes, such as hadronization and fragmentation, low-energy nuclear reactions, thermal-
ization, coherent neutrino flavor evolution, and the production of matter in the early universe,
e.g., see Refs. [6–8]. While initial state preparation is not generally efficient at scale, even
with quantum computers, Nature is typically kind to us in this regard, with emergent sym-
metries, gaps and hierarchies, so that combinations of classical and quantum simulation are
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expected to provide initial states of sufficient fidelity for subsequent evolution in many in-
stances. Pioneering work by Jordan, Lee and Preskill (JLP) [11] established a complete
scaling analysis of lattice scalar field theory, from state preparation, through time evolution
through particle detection.

While quantum computing eco-systems of the future may be able to facilitate end-to-end
real-time simulations with a complete quantification of uncertainties, the near term will see
them be used to study aspects of such processes, highlighting reaction pathways and the roles
of entanglement and superposition. While the former requires error-corrected quantum com-
puters, the later can be accomplished to a certain extent with NISQ-era devices, particularly
for processes where a result with a relatively large uncertainty, e.g. 10% or even 100%, would
constitute an improvement over what is possible with classical computation alone.

A growing array of quantum devices are being developed and co-designed for quantum
simulations, including superconducting qubits, trapped ions, neutral atoms, photonic sys-
tems, silicon quantum dots, and cavity-QED. The different devices have different attributes –
different numbers of qubits or qudits, different coherence times, gate application times, gate
fidelities, SPAM errors, and more – such that different algorithms, software, workflows, and
integrations into HPC environments, are being developed and benchmarked to simulate small
model problems intended to advance our ability to simulate real-world systems in the future.
Much of the device development is now being accomplished in technology companies, or in
partnerships with national laboratories and universities, and a range of devices are available
to the scientific community through cloud access. For instance, IonQ and Quantinuum are
developing trapped-ion systems with more than 30 qubits and all-to-all qubit connectivity,
and IBM is developing modular superconducting-qubit systems with hundreds approaching
thousands of qubits with heavy-hexagonal connectivity. Nuclear physicists are working in
these partnerships to explore paths forward for quantum simulations of strongly-interacting
and correlated systems important to Standard Model physics research, currently by simulat-
ing systems of reduced complexity (e.g., reduced dimensionality) but which share some key
attributes. These simulations are advancing our way of thinking, our understanding of the
role of superposition and entanglement, and informing us about promising paths forward.
Directly including known properties of systems into quantum simulations, e.g., symmetries
and confinement, making them “physics-aware”, is being recognized as being important to
developing scalable circuits to perform simulations at scale, e.g. Ref. [9].

The distinction between analog and digital quantum simulation continues to blur. In
analog simulation, the target Hamiltonian/system is mapped to the native Hamiltonian of the
device. In contrast digital quantum computers execute operations from a universal gate set.
In principle, they can simulate any quantum system with a given precision, and a challenge is
to identify mappings of the Hamiltonian to unitary operations that scale in an efficient way to
larger systems of experimental relevance. In systems such as optical tweezer arrays of neutral
atoms, one has both analog and digital capabilities (and HPC).

Mapping quarks and gluons to available quantum computers is an example of current
focus. Formulated in the 1970’s, the Kogut-Susskind lattice QCD Hamiltonian [10] is defined
in the chromo-electric basis, with links connecting states between neighboring lattice sites of
a common irreducible representation of SU(3), nominally without bounds. The chromo-
magnetic interaction is included via plaquette operators, that can induce transitions between
eigenstates of the chromo-electric operator. Of course, there are other mappings, and our
community is benchmarking known implementations. In moving toward QCD, quantum
simulations are being performed of small and modest 1D spatial lattices for U(1), SU(2) and
SU(3) systems, of differing particle content (for a recent review, see Ref. [8]), with efforts
into 2+1D and 3+1D.



2 Lattice Gauge Theories and the Schwinger Model

For the reasons that the Schwinger model (1+1D quantum electrodynamics) played an im-
portant role in developing QCD, it is also playing an important role in developing quantum
simulations of quantum field theories. In 1+1D, there are no independent dynamical gauge
degrees of freedom, the electric flux carried by a link is uniquely determined by Gauss’s
law, and different gauges can be chosen with different mappings to qubits – in axial gauge,
only the electrons and positrons are explicit and the effect of the gauge field is included via
non-local “Coulomb” (charge-charge) interactions. The theory is confining, so that electric
charges are screened by the vacuum and its excitations are electron-positron composites. The
naive (vol)2-scaling of contributions from the gauge-field Hamiltonian can be improved to
(vol)(ξ)-scaling by considering confinement, where ξ is the screening length, rendering it
consistent with efficient scaling for quantum simulation. Further, compact circuit elements
to prepare the vacuum and wavepackets can be determined classically (for a range of lat-
tice spacings) and scaled to arbitrarily-large quantum registers, as shown in figure 1. While
the first quantum simulations of the Schwinger model in 2016 by an Innsbruck team used 4
qubits of a trapped-ion quantum computer [12], simulations are now being performed with
100 qubits [9], with an eye toward particle collisions. A number of different observables and
phenomena have been explored in recent years, including string breaking and entanglement,
energy-loss, particle scattering and collisions, e.g., Ref. [13]. Extensions to 1+1D SU(3) and
SU(3) (QCD) have been accomplished for small systems, e.g., Ref [14, 15]. Scaling these
simulations to larger systems is underway, as are efforts to extend to Abelian and non-Abelian
theories in 2+1D and 3+1D, where both state preparation and time evolution of few-plaquette
systems have been performed. Important subsequent steps are to create wavepackets and to
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Figure 1. The chiral condensate of the Schwinger model vacuum for a select set of parameters, prepared
on 100 qubits of an IBM 127 qubit quantum computer [9].

understand how to detect composite particles produced in inelastic collisions. While particle
detection has been developed for λϕ4 theory [11], it remains to be established for compos-
ite states. Current thinking is that including “particle detectors” into quantum simulations
will resemble how actual experimental detectors work. For example, the qubits of the simu-
lated theory could be weakly coupled to other qubits programmed as a quantum sensor in a
localized region of space, to measure, for instance, fluxes through a surface, or energy loss.

3 Low-Energy Nuclear Physics

Progress has been made in simulating model systems on the path to low-energy nuclear struc-
ture and reactions, both using cloud-accessible quantum computers and also co-designed sys-
tems. A hybrid technique has been used in describing the scattering of neutrons in which the
spatial wavefunction is handled classically, while the spin degrees of freedom are distributed
to the QPU, with an iterative feedback to update the spatial wavefunction [16]. There has



been progress in using quantum algorithms to find ground state and low-lying excited states
of light nuclei, for example 6Li, e.g., Ref. [18]. A recently developed algorithm, ADAPT-
VQE [19] has been used in conjunction with a quantum emulator to demonstrate utility and
limitations of straightforward approaches. A more comprehensive analysis has been per-
formed for a range of encodings through the p-shell and sd-shell. Entanglement structures
and their rearrangement in nuclei have been investigated, and in models, such as the Lipkin-
Meshkov-Glick model, e.g., Ref. [17].

4 Thermalization

One of the important areas that is starting to be addressed with quantum simulations is ther-
malization, a particular focus for QCD. A rapidly growing number of studies in model sys-
tems are now beginning to uncover fundamental aspects of thermalization of quantum sys-
tems, for example exploring the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH) [20] and be-
yond, e.g., Ref. [21]. A typical simulation prepares an initial state and then “quenches” (cor-
responding to a rapid change in the corresponding Hamiltonian), and the subsequent time
evolution of the system leads to expectation values of local operators that tend toward their
thermal expectation values. Such studies have already led to new understandings, insights,
and directions of research, including into the role of entanglement. The presence of scar
states, typically distributed throughout the spectrum with anomalously low bipartite entan-
glement and which are only weakly coupled to the evolution Hamiltonian, delay thermaliza-
tion after the quench. It was thought that only confining theories displayed scar states, but
recently it was demonstrated in a model theory that scar states are present in the de-confined
phase, but not in the confined phase [22].

5 Quantum and Thermal Phases

There have been a number of recent demonstrations of potential advantages of quantum sim-
ulations in model finite density systems. One such demonstration was a simulation of the
chiral condensate of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model with a (charge) chemical potential at
finite temperature. A quantum imaginary time evolution (QITE) algorithm was used to cool
the system into its ground state for given temperature and chemical potential. A further re-
cent development was a demonstration of the utility of thermal pure quantum states (TPQ
states) in evaluating thermal averages in lattice gauge theories [23]. The chiral condensate of
the 1+1D Z2 lattice gauge theory was computed as a function of temperature and chemical
potential, and was found to recover the exact result obtained using HPC, as shown in figure 2.

6 Entanglement

Entanglement and quantum correlations in many-body systems can be probed in quantum
simulations, providing new challenges for theorists. 1+1D models of quarks and string
fragmentation have been simulated using quantum computers, with the goal of better un-
derstanding quantum correlations and potential violations of Bell’s inequalities measurable
in heavy-ion collisions, for instance in ΛΛ spin correlations. The dynamics of systems can
be explored in real-time, as shown in figure 2, and the amplitude, correlations and reaction
pathway mapped out – providing insights into the analogous process in QCD, see for example
Ref. [24].



Figure 2. The left panel shows the phase diagram of a 1+1D Z2 lattice gauge theory computed using
TPQ states [23]. The right panel displays a cartoon of the spacetime evolution of a simplified Schwinger
model simulation of ΛΛ spin correlations produced in fragmentation [24]. The left image is reproduced
with permission from the authors [23] and under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International li-
cense. The right image is reproduced with permissions from the authors [24].

7 Neutrinos

Neutrinos play an essential role in the evolution of supernova. In the core, the density be-
comes sufficiently high during the collapse that the interactions between neutrinos domi-
nate the flavor evolution. Ignoring off-forward scattering, the effective Hamiltonian maps
to an all-to-all connected spin model. The two-flavor system maps straightforwardly onto a
trapped-ion quantum computer, and the all-to-all connectivity allows for relatively straight-
forward quantum circuits to time evolve prepared initial states. A number of simulations of
(two-flavor) systems with up to 20 neutrinos have been performed on quantum computers and
simulators, e.g., Ref. [25]. Starting from tensor-product states, the evolution of entanglement
has been explored, including multi-neutrino entanglement [26]. Further, dynamical quantum
phase transitions have been identified in these system, separating fast and slow modes, e.g.,
Ref. [27].

8 Discussion

We are developing understandings, techniques, and the necessary collaborations, to simulate
quantum field theories and quantum many-body systems using quantum computers by iden-
tifying and simulating less complex problems that share key features of target systems. It
is plausible that a quantum advantage could be demonstrated for nuclear physics processes
using NISQ-era quantum computers, but significant challenges remain.
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